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ABSTRACT

The occlusal design plays a decisive role in the fabrication of dental restorations. Dentists and dental technicians
depend on mechanical simulations of mandibular movement that are as accurate as possible, in particular, to
produce interference-free yet chewing-efficient dental restorations. For this, kinetic data must be available, i.e.,
movements and deformations under the influence of forces and stresses. In the present study, so-called functional
data were collected from healthy volunteers to provide consistent information for proper kinetics. For the latter
purpose, biting and chewing forces, electrical muscle activity and jaw movements were registered synchronously,
and individual magnetic resonance tomograms (MRI) were prepared. The acquired data were then added to a
large complex finite element model of the complete masticatory system using the functional information obtained
and individual anatomical geometries so that the kinetics of the chewing process and teeth grinding could be
realistically simulated. This allows developing algorithms that optimize computer-aided manufacturing of dental
prostheses close to occlusion. In this way, a failure-free function of the dental prosthesis can be guaranteed and its
damage during usage can be reduced or prevented even including endosseous implants.
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1 Introduction and Goal of the Study

The occlusal design plays a decisive role in the fabrication of dental restorations. Due to
the necessary “relocation” of the fabrication process outside of the patients’ mouths, dentists
and dental technicians depend on mechanical simulations of mandibular movement that are as
accurate as possible. This is the only way to produce interference-free, yet chewing-efficient dental
restorations. For some years now, prosthetic restorations have increasingly been designed and
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manufactured with the aid of computers. This makes it possible to take individual, patient-specific
functional parameters into account even more precisely during fabrication than it was possible
with manually fabricated restorations so far. However, this requires that not only kinematic but
also kinetic data, i.e., movements and deformations under the influence of forces and stresses, are
available. This has not been the case to date: only kinematic data can be taken into account in
the manufacture of dental restorations. Movements of the teeth, the deformation of the mandible
during jaw movements, the elasticity of the discus articularis of the temporomandibular joint, in
fact, all involved tissues under the influence of biting and chewing forces cannot be captured at
present, in particular not those forces that are developed during the dynamics of the chewing
process. Especially, in the case of all-ceramic or ceramic-veneered fixed partial dentures, this can
lead to failure of the ceramic due to the material-specific properties. Precisely, interference-free
fabrication of restorations under short-range intercuspation (area comprising a vertical dimension
from the maximum intercuspation to a separation of the teeth on the opening of approximately
3 mm) and under kinetic conditions is of particular interest here.

Therefore, in the following study, the “missing” information should be supplemented with
functional data collected from healthy volunteers. For this purpose, biting and chewing forces,
electrical muscle activity and jaw movements had to be registered synchronously, and individual
magnetic resonance tomograms (MRI) had to be prepared. The acquired data were then to be
added to an already existing finite element model of the masticatory system (temporomandibular
joint, all masticatory muscles, mandible, maxilla, teeth and periodontium) using the functional
information obtained and individual anatomical geometries in such a way that the kinetics of
the chewing process and teeth grinding could be realistically simulated. Finally, the trajectories
determined under kinetic conditions (more precisely, the movement space required for interference-
free function) should serve to develop algorithms that optimize computer-aided manufacturing of
dental prostheses close to occlusion. In this way, a failure-free function of the dental prosthesis
could be guaranteed and its damage during usage (e.g., chipping of the ceramic veneer) could
be reduced or prevented. These data appear to be very important, especially in view of the
increasing number of endosseous dental implants. Therefore, the use of implants should also be
simulated. Because the implant is very tightly connected to the bone, occlusal forces occurring
during function cannot be “damped or absorbed” as is the case of natural teeth.

The presentation in this paper summarizes major parts of our work on this subject. For the
reader interested in some details, we referred to the dissertation of Martinez et al. [1] and some
parts presented as first step in previous contributions [2,3] focusing on specific issues.

2 Clinical Part–Tests and Experiments

In the main study, we recorded bilaterally the activation states of all major masticatory mus-
cles (bilateral: anterior and posterior temporalis, masseter, medial and lateral pterygoid, anterior
digastric), jaw movements and masticatory forces during simulated chewing. The EMG recordings
were performed with both intramuscular and surface electrodes [4]. MRI tomograms of the 16
subjects, in addition to the reconstruction of muscle volumes and anatomical geometries, were
used to determine the target coordinates for the intramuscular electrode placement.

For the purpose of simultaneous chewing force measurement, an intraoral measuring device
was developed which, on the one hand, imitated a realistic food bolus and, on the other hand,
was able to simulate the chewing forces occurring as realistically as possible without compromising
the natural intercuspation. The hydrostatic force measuring system already used in an earlier work
of the authors, whose material was apparently too vulnerable for mastication simulations, was
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redesigned, further developed and duplicated. For this purpose, it was necessary to find a material
for the bite pads that was “stable” enough to resist the tooth penetration during the chewing cycle.
The two test foods used were wine jelly, which has tough-elastic properties, and carrots which are
rather hard and brittle [5].

The measuring devices were fabricated extraorally in the dental laboratory on the individual
plaster models of the test persons. The plaster models were made according to precision impres-
sions of the test persons’ tooth rows. Two splints were constructed for each test person. The
splint in the upper jaw was used to stabilize a plastic container that contained the test food and
prevented dislocation of the chipped test food by means of a special holder. The mandibular splint
had a similar mount that held the pressure sensor in place during chewing (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Left: side view of the complete force measuring device including stabilization system on
the plaster models. Right: horizontal view of the maxillary splint with the integrated brackets

By the aid of MRI tomograms, which had been individually prepared for each test person at
the Institute for Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology at the University Hospital of Würzburg,
Germany, the penetration depths and penetration directions for the intramuscular fine wire elec-
trodes were precisely determined, thus ensuring the exact final localization of the electrodes. An
example of the measurements from an MRI layer (here pterygoideus lateralis) is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Example of measurements of penetration depth on the transverse plane of the skull
MRI, for the pterygoideus lateralis muscle
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The intramuscular electrodes were produced manually in the own laboratory and inserted
into the previously determined position in the corresponding muscle by means of insertion aids.
Synchronously with the EMG and force measurements, the mandibular kinematics were recorded
at the incisal point using a magnetic field-based telemetric device (Myotronics K7).

The subjects were prepared for the final test session in several trial sessions. At the final
measurement (see Fig. 3), the cocontraction patterns of the masticatory muscles were recorded
and normalized with the maximum electrical activation of the muscles [MVC%], which was also
recorded, to allow inter-individual comparisons.

The results of the project serve both, the further development of the FE-model and a
deeper understanding of the masticatory muscle cooperation during mastication. The cocontrac-
tion behavior of the masticatory muscles during mastication cycles has not been investigated to
date under synchronous recording of the muscle activity of all masticatory muscles, recording
of the mandibular kinematics [6], and registration of the masticatory forces. Knowledge of these
physiological relationships will help to distinguish functional from pathological patterns in the
future, which could be of ultimate importance for the therapy of chewing function disorders.

The originally planned force-controlled simulation of eccentric teeth grinding in the experi-
ment was not carried out, as this would have meant a considerable additional load on the test
persons during the already very extensive test sessions. However, comparable data are available
from a previous publication of the applicants [7].

Figure 3: Test person with the entire measuring equipment in situ

3 Numerical Modelling and Study

The main goal of the numerical modelling project was to analyze, by means of the finite
element method (FEM), the kinetics of nearer occlusion functional and dysfunctional movements
of the masticatory system for the optimization of dental prosthesis. In order to accomplish this
goal, several specific tasks were considered within this project, namely:

• Development and discussion of an enhanced model for the simulation of a food bolus
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• Individualization of models of the masticatory system
• Selective simulations to establish the contribution of the articular disc and the periodontium
• Incorporation of implants
• Investigation of the displacement of the condyle during the mastication cycle.

The basis of this project was to employ, modify and enhance a previously created model of
the masticatory system which incorporated the majority of the components of the masticatory
system. This is described in more detail in the following.

3.1 Geometry, Materials, Loading and Methods
The ideas of the work of Koolstra et al. [8–10] are implemented in the FE model, however,

ignoring the rigid components. The experience of previous studies [11–13] was incorporated to
model the components of the jaw joint. We employed osseous-structure material properties as
reported by O’Mahoney et al. [14] and by Tanaka et al. [15]. Obtaining periodontal-ligament
(PDL) material properties were challenge due to significant discrepancies found in publica-
tions [16]. Different successful implementations of material models [17–19]-often time consuming-
can be found. However, in the present study standard material models as well as a self-calibrated
model were used.

The different aspects and parts of the FEM model are described briefly below. Transient
analyses were performed. We enforced the system kinematic constraints by guiding the jaw motion.

3.1.1 Model Geometry, Discretization and Boundary Conditions
CT scans obtained from a male patient (age 35) were the basis of the geometry of our

final FE model. In a first step these CT scans were then processed using the segmentation
software “Mimics Innovation Suite” [20] creating the geometry. With the software “Geomagic
Studio 12” [21] defects of the geometry from the segmentation process were repaired in a second
step followed by converting the files into a compatible format for computer-aided design (CAD)
software. In order to get a Finite Element model the preprocessor “Hypermesh 12” [22] was used
to mesh the complete model. A standard mesh convergence analysis with different nonlinear runs
lead to a model with more than 1.800.000 elements for unilateral biting. Concerning the boundary
conditions in the model, the superior part of the periodontal ligament of the maxillary teeth is
constrained as well as the superior part of the cartilage of the fossa. An impression about the
types and number of elements in LS-DYNA [23] is given in Table 1. To these numbers we have
to add the numbers of elements for the bolus as well as the truss elements used for attachments,
ligaments and muscles. The teeth are set rigid; thus, each tooth is treated as a separate rigid body.

Table 1: Number of elements in each part of the finite-element model. Element types refer to
LS-DYNA [23]

Type of elements type No. of Elements∗ Parts

Hexahedron 1 270,673 Periodontal ligaments
Hexahedron 1 11,501 Articular disc
Hexahedron 1 5,590 Fossa cartilage
Tetrahedron 10 679,630 Teeth

(Continued)
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Table 1 (Continued)

Type of elements type No of Elements∗ Parts

Tetrahedron 10 11,610 Condyle cartilage
Tetrahedron 13 540,781 Cortical bone
Tetrahedron 13 88,589 Cancellous bone
Note: ∗Mesh for symmetrical tasks, double the number for nonsymmetrical tasks (unilateral biting).

Determined experimentally in previous work [24,25], forces on the model are imposed as
a result of the activation of the muscles. By using of the software LS-DYNA 6.1 [23] the
nonlinear transient simulations were performed with an explicit time-integration scheme, the so-
called central difference scheme, which has second order accuracy, leading to very small time-steps.
This had the advantage to avoid hard to manage iterations often occurring with the use of implicit
time integration problems with such a complex model. As indicated in Fig. 4. the x–y plane
(essential the Frankfort horizontal plane) acts as reference plane for the computations. A detailed
explanation of this model (Fig. 4) can be found in a previous publication [2] to get an impression
on the required CPU time for a complete analysis of about 600 ms simulation time on massively
parallel computers: 64 CPUs about 60 h, 128 CPUs about 38 h.

Figure 4: Entire mandible model, including cancellous and cortical bone, masticatory muscles,
periodontal ligaments, teeth, and all important jaw-joint tissues (cartilage, osseous-bone-structures,
ligaments, disc and bilaminar zone), anterior temporalis (a), articular disc (j), capsule attachments
(h), condyle (l), deep masseter (d), digastricus (g), lateral pterygoid (f), mandibular fossa (k),
medial pterygoid (e), posterior temporalis (b), superficial masseter (c), temporomandibular liga-
ment (i), plus an artificial bolus (2). The x, y coordinate axes span the Frankfort horizontal plane.
The modular composition of the FE model is represented by the different colors
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3.1.2 Temporomandibular Joint
The temporomandibular joint (TMJ)–for a more extensive discussion concerning the specific

behavior of the TMJ we referred to [1,3]–is composed of the condyle, the articular disc, the
cartilage of the fossa, the cartilage of the condyle and the lateral, medial, posterior and anterior
attachments of the disc (Fig. 4). Based on a first publication of Koolstra et al. [8] the cartilage
and the articular disc were modeled with a Mooney–Rivlin hyperelastic material which is usually
described by means of a strain energy function. This allows the derivation of the stress–strain
relationship. The strain energy function W for the chosen Mooney–Rivlin material model is given
by

W =C1(Ī1− 3)+C2(Ī2 − 3) (1)

Ī1, Ī2: modified strain invariants; C1,C2: material parameters.

By including viscoelastic behavior of the disc, the choice of the decay constants follows a
second publication of Koolstra et al. [9]. In order to ensure joint stability during kinetic loading
posterior and anterior attachments of the capsule and the temporomandibular ligament have to
be included. By using truss elements for them, a reasonable model for the lateral, medial, anterior
and posterior attachments was achieved. For material data an elastic modulus following the stress–
strain curve obtained by Tanaka et al. [26] was chosen. In Table 2 verbal information about the
positions of these attachments is given. The temporomandibular ligament is modeled by a pair
of trusses for each side with material properties following Palomar et al. [12]. The extent of the
trusses was estimated from the area covered by the attachments on the disc.

Table 2: Capsule attachments

Area Attachment points (Connection with constrained
interpolation elements)

Bilaminar zone (retrodiscal tissue) The attachment points were evenly placed at the
articular-disc posterior component, with two superior
attachments connecting the disc to the fossa-cartilage
utmost posterior component, and with the inferior
attachments connecting the disc to the condyle
posterior component. To capture the condyle
curvature and to distribute the applied forces on the
condyle surfaces, the inferior attachments went
through two pulley elements.

Anterior part The attachment points were evenly placed at the
articular-disc anterior component, with two superior
attachments connecting the disc to the fossa-cartilage
anterior component, and with the inferior attachments
connecting the disc to the condyle anterior
component.

Lateral and medial part A single point on the condyle (cortical bone) lateral
component is connected to two attachments that are
evenly placed at the articular-disc lateral side. The
same arrangement is made for the medial side.
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3.1.3 Cortical and Cancellous Bone
The cortical bone material is well known to be anisotropic in the radial direction, as well

as in the longitudinal direction along the bone axis [27]. On the other hand, for both types of
bone models, we employed a material behavior that is linear, elastic, and isotropic. Such material
behavior was proved to be sufficient for our investigation. To this end, we used the material data,
such as the Young’s moduli and the Poisson’s ratios, for the cortical and spongy bone, as reported
in O’Mahony et al. [14] and in Tanaka et al. [15], see Table 3.

Table 3: Linear elastic and hyperelastic material properties employed for the different tissues

Material Material law Parameters

Cortical bone Linear elastic E =13.7 GPa, ν = 0.3
Cancellous bone Linear elastic E =7.9 GPa, ν = 0.3
Dentin Rigid -
PDL Hyperelastic

first-order Ogden
μ1 = 0.5× 10- 4 MPa, α1 = 230, ν = 0.46

Articular disc Hyperelastic
material of
Mooney-Rivlin
type

C1 = 9× 105 Pa, C2 = 9× 102 Pa, ν = 0.49

Cartilage Hyperelastic
material of
Mooney-Rivlin
type

C1 = 4.5× 105 Pa, C2 = 4.5× 102 Pa, ν = 0.49

TMJ Ligament Hyperelastic
material of
Mooney-Rivlin
type

C1 = 6.0 MPa

Attachments Bilinear elastic E1 = 2.08 MPa, E2 = 4.30 MPa
Bolus Linear elastic E =20 MPa, ν = 0.47

3.1.4 Muscles
The muscles in the jaw opener (superior and inferior lateral pterygoid, digastric) and in the

jaw closer (medial pterygoid, superficial and deep masseter, anterior and posterior temporalis)
were partitioned into fibres and tendons. To represent the tendons, which in reality undergo very
little, thus negligible deformation, an inextensible wire was used. With Hill’s muscle model [28]
the fibres behavior was approximated. In principle the sarcomeres regulate the forces produced
by the muscles, which mainly depended on their lengths (force-vs.-length relation) and their con-
traction velocities (force-vs.-velocity relation). Further, as during stretching a passive elastic force
is generated in the muscles, the Hill-type muscle model–LS-DYNA Material No. 156-represents
the principal characteristics very well. The general definition follows the work of van Ruijven
et al. [29] as:

F(t)= Fmax [A(t)FL(t)FV(t)+FP(t)] (2)

where the instantaneous activation level is denoted by A(t), the force-length factor by FV(t), the
force-velocity factor by FV(t), the maximum isometric muscle force by Fmax, the parallel elastic
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force by FP(t), with t denoting time. The CT scans of the test subject determined the muscle origin
and insertion points. The necessary data for the calculation of the sarcomere length were obtained
from the work of van Eijden et al. [30]. The number of sarcomeres acting in parallel influences
the maximum force produced by a muscle. The product of the physiological cross-sectional area
(PCSA) of the muscle with an estimated factor of 40 N cm−2 [31] yields such a maximum muscle
force. Moreover, each masticatory muscle has its PCSA value as reported in [30]. Different tasks
have their activation level obtained from Rues et al. [24] and from Schindler et al. [25]; see also
our first study in [2]. The muscle tendon lengths and the muscle force magnitudes are provided in
Table 4.

Table 4: Muscle parameter data–for coordinates of origin and insertion points see [1,2]–tendon
lengths [mm] and final forces

Muscle Tendon length Final force [N]

Ipsilateral Contralateral

Masseter
Superficial part 21.7 25 25
Deep part 16.6 3 4
Temporalis
Anterior part 29.2 49 50
Posterior part 37.1 33 33
Lateral pterygoid
Superior head 9.2
Inferior head 11.9
Medial pterygoid 29.9 18 19
Digastricus 3.0

3.1.5 Periodontal Ligament
In general, the periodontal ligament (PDL) is a binding tissue that attaches the teeth to the

alveolar bone and governs short-term tooth mobility. It is composed of bundles of connective
tissue fibers (Sharpey’s fibers), specific cells, vasculature, nerves and ground substance [32,33].
Occlusal forces are absorbed by the oblique fibers, which cover most of the surface of the tooth.
Located at the top and at the bottom of the PDL are the remaining fiber bundles that counteract
the tipping and the rotating forces. With respect to the PDL’s functional properties the vasculature
plays an essential role, which means the fluids inside in the PDL (blood vessels and ground
substance). Once the teeth were loaded, the fluids in the PDL’s rich vascular supply would flow
into the alveolar bone, producing the tissue dissipative properties. However, this fluid flow is
limited, the PDL becomes finally almost incompressible and hydraulic pressure distribution can
be observed [34].

The PDL geometry was obtained using Boolean operations, together with a 250 μm of
positive offset expanding a set of teeth. We thus cut out a matching set of maxilla and jaw dental
alveoli. The final PDL volumes were then approximately defined as the space between the new
alveoli and the normal-sized teeth. The PDL behavior was first approximated in the FE model by
a first-order hyperelastic Ogden material model with bulk property fundamental for its behavior.
In LS-DYNA, Material 77 [23] is the Ogden material law with the strain energy function W given
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by

W =
3∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

μj

αj
(λ

αi
i − 1)+K(J − 1)2 (3)

where μj and αj are material parameters, K the bulk modulus, λj the deviatoric principal stretches
and J the determinant of the elastic deformation gradient. The bulk modulus was computed in
LS-DYNA from Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus. We first showed that some of our results
for molar teeth, with μ1 = 0.5× 10− 4, α1 = 230, and ν = 0.46, were similar to those reported
in Yoshida et al. [35]. However, the interpretation of results obtained with simplified numerical
models is in contrast to mechanical properties of the PDL found in other publications [16]. Thus,
an alternative model was also investigated with the strain energy function W in polynomial form
proposed by Su et al. [36].

W =C10(Ī1− 3)+C20(Ī1 − 3)2+C30(Ī1− 3)3+1/D1(J − 1)2+1/D2(J − 1)4+1/D3(J− 1)6 (4)

where the parameters for the material are denoted by C10, C20, C30, D1, D2, D3, the right-
Cauchy-strain-tensor first invariant by Ī1, the deformation-gradient determinant by J. The material
parameters used in our comparative study are identical with those proposed in [36] for the
volumetric finite strain viscoelastic model. Even though the PDL contains fibers along certain
directions, the two material laws employed were isotropic and homogeneous, and did not account
for such anisotropy. Interestingly, summarizing the study, stresses predicted by the two materials
are significantly different from each other, with the polynomial form showing predominantly
compressive stresses to handle the loads on the teeth. For details, we referred to Martinez [1].

3.1.6 Bolus–Standard Simple Model
The bolus with 2 mm thickness was placed, see Fig. 4, between the maxillary molar No. 16

and the mandibular molar No. 46 (i.e., the right-side-jaw first molars). Such a small thickness
enables an optimum fit of the bolus in the deformed state, under applied bite forces, to the molar
surface. For the bolus first a linear elastic material was taken, almost equivalent to the elastic
modulus of an almond under compression, with a Young’s modulus of 20 MPa and a Poisson’s
ratio of 0.47 [37].

3.2 Simulation and Results of a Simple Bolus Model–Muscle Activation from Older Experiments
[24,25]
The simulation in this section is already included in our previous publication [2]. It is repeated

here briefly to give the reader of this contribution a better insight into our complete study/project,
in particular, showing the various steps and the developments in this study.

First the jaw has to be opened for 220 ms, so the bolus could fit between the molars having a
gap of approximately 6.5 mm. We thus need to adjust the muscle activation levels to this gap. For
the molar teeth to firmly and stably grip the bolus, it was necessary to have a slight activation of
the closing muscles up to t=400 ms. In the FE model the so-called contact elements in between
the molar teeth were activated at t=230 ms. At t=259 ms, molar 46 and the bolus became in
contact at an approximate gap of 5.5 mm. Further a rigid body rotation of the bolus occurred
until time t= 278 ms at an approximate gap of 4 mm. Then the bolus was completely captured by
the cusps of the molars. For time t>400 ms, the levels of activation were gradually and linearly
increased to the values in Table 4 to reach a bite force with the realistic magnitude 150 N, and a
gap of approximately 2 mm at time t=600 ms. See Schindler et al. [25] for more details.
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Fig. 5 shows the resulting force between tooth 16 and tooth 46 (see Fig. 4) from both the
frontal and the sagittal perspectives. The green and red dots mark the points of application
of the resultant force. At time t=400 ms and at time t=600 ms, the gap between the molars
is approximately 3.1 and 2 mm, respectively, with the resulting force vector given by the red
interrupted line and the black line, respectively. Based on the resulting forces and moments for
both teeth the location of the application points was estimated, by means of an iterative process.
During the initial biting phase, when the teeth are capturing the bolus, the resulting force and
the root direction are essentially, but not completely, aligned. Thus initially, the resultant force
direction forms a significant angle with the sagittal plane and with the frontal plane, relative to the
occlusal plane. Further along in the biting process, with the force and the deformation increasing,
the resulting force essentially points in the vertical direction, normal to the Frankfort horizontal
(FH) plane. The spatial kinematic behavior can, in principle, be thought of as a partial spiral
movement resulting in a short-range intercuspation. The development of the force components on
tooth 16 over time are given in Fig. 6.

Figure 5: Resulting force directions at time t=400 ms and time t=600 ms. The red and green dots
are the predicted application points. Force F, Frankfort horizontal plane FH, Sagittal angle α

between FH and occlusal plane

An important information, which is extensively discussed in [2,37], is that the displacements of
molar 46 are fully controlled by its PDL, as the maxillary bone at the PDL’s border constrains it.

A further important observation of these FE simulations–confirmed by Rues et al. [24] and
by Schindler et al. [25] in their reported experimental investigations-is that the molar teeth are
axially loaded only at the incipient power stroke, but not during the motion toward short-range
intercuspation. This is in contrast to many opinions found in the literature.
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Figure 6: Force components on tooth 16. Development over time in the vertical, lateral-medial and
anterior-posterior directions

4 Discussion of an Enhanced Model for the Simulation of the Food Bolus Considering Large
Deformations

One of the main goals of this project was to study the behavior of the masticatory system
during chewing, specifically near intercuspation, particularly, in order to investigate the role of
tooth mobility during the chewing process. For this, a bolus which would allow large deforma-
tions and fracture was also required, as food boluses are minced when the teeth are near to
intercuspation.

Thus, an alternative bolus was modeled using a plastic kinematic material model where
fracture can be defined through strain. The bolus has a cuboid shape and is modeled fully by
hexahedral elements. The material data are chosen with the properties of a carrot. The elastic
modulus was obtained from the literature [5]. Since the material undergoes fracture, the contact
surface changes during the simulation. These cases are handled in LS-DYNA through the card
*CONTACT_ERODING, which automatically redefines the contact surface once one of the
contact surface elements has been deleted. In order to avoid any hourglassing problem a fully
integrated formulation for elements with poor aspect ratio was employed.

The aim of this task was to bring the teeth very close to intercuspation, with a distance of
less than 0.5 mm between the surface of the antagonistic molars. Forces on the bolus should also
be higher than 100 N. Additionally, the muscle activation levels were calibrated to produce a jaw
motion that would closely capture the kinematics of the chewing task. For this end, experimental
activation levels of the muscles were investigated and calibrated to produce displacements and
speeds on the chin of the mandible that matched those found in the literature. The experimental
activation levels of the muscles during the chewing process were taken from the experiments
discussed in Section 2.

5 Utilization of the Clinical Muscle Activation Data within the Numerical Studies

The raw EMG signals of the muscles of Section 2 were processed through the software Acq-
Knowledge [4]. In order to acquire a normalized force, EMG levels of the muscles were obtained
both, during mastication and maximum bite force. There are several approaches to process the
EMG signals of the muscles, in our work a simple root mean square was employed since the
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mastication process is dynamic. It has been stated in the literature [37], that the interpretation
of the EMG signals depends on the type of the contraction the muscles are undergoing. While
a strong correlation can be obtained with the mean EMG level and the produced force during
isometric contraction, during movement this relationship is more variable. For this reason, the
processed values were employed partially as a basis for the final activation levels.

Due to several factors, calibration of the activation levels of the muscles was extremely time-
consuming. During the calibration of the muscles’ activation levels, the motion of the jaw revealed
that several parameters, such as the muscle passive resistance as well as the retrodiscal tissue and
attachments of the disc required further calibration. Additionally, the retrodiscal tissue, previously
modeled using trusses, pulley and rigid elements, was remodeled with solid elements (Fig. 7).
The previous model employed pulley elements in order to keep the inferior retrodiscal tissue
attached to the surface of the condyle, due to problems arising from defining contact between
beam elements and the irregular surface of the condyle. This, however, created problems during
large anterior displacements/rotations of the condyle as the tissue begins to resist the rotational
movements of the condyle. In reality, this tissue relaxes as the condyle rotates.

Figure 7: Retrodiscal tissue modeling using truss, pulley and rigid elements (left) and solid
elements (right)

The new geometry of the retrodiscal tissue is attached to the posterior of the articular disc
and to the posterior part of the condyle through a tied contact formulation. Contact between
the interior surface of the retrodiscal tissue and the cartilage of the condyle is defined as well.
This new geometry indeed produces the expected behavior of the retrodiscal tissue, keeping the
articular disc above the condyle during biting tasks and relaxing when the condyle rotates during
jaw opening.

The calibrated activation levels, which produced motions in the condyles and in the chin of
the jaw similar to those measured in the clinical experiments of Section 2 can be observed in
Fig. 8.

Forces present at the ipsilateral and contralateral joint, as well as the total biting force during
a chewing task can be observed in Fig. 9. It can be seen that forces in both joints increase during
the initial jaw opening movement, diverging significantly at around time 300 ms. At this point the
contralateral condyle continues to anteriorly displace while the ipsilateral condyle begins to retract.
These opposing movements of the condyles are responsible for the lateral movement of the chin
of the mandible. At the time when the teeth make contact with the bolus, forces in the ipsilateral
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joint are half as those found in the contralateral joint. Forces are, as expected, much larger in the
contralateral joint during the power stroke.

Figure 8: Calibrated normalized activation levels of the muscles for both sides of the mandible to
produce a chewing motion

In Fig. 10, an anterior view of the motion followed by the molar during the chewing task is
shown. In this same figure, an isometric and frontal cut view of the molar and the bolus at the
end of the simulation can be observed. The maximum width of the mastication path was observed
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to be of 4.88 mm while the maximum vertical displacement was 17 mm. These displacements are
inside the ranges of experimental measurements [6].

Figure 9: Forces in the joints and in the bolus during a chewing task

Figure 10: Front view of the path followed by the molar during a chewing task (left), isometric
view of the molars and bolus at time 600 ms (middle) and cut view of the molars involved in the
chewing task at time 600 ms (right)

6 Individualization of Complete Models

The mesh of the existing model was modified to closely resemble the geometries from diverse
CT scans provided in [38]. The properties of the muscle models were adjusted as well following
the observable areas in the scans. The measurements taken were the width, defined as the distance
between the outer borders of the condyles, the height, from the top of the condyles to the bottom
of the body of the mandible, and the length, from the posterior part of the condyles to the
anterior part of the body of the mandible (Fig. 11).
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Figure 11: Measurements taken of each mandible

The measurements of the different subjects can be observed in Table 5. The model was
modified by scaling the three dimensions of the mesh. In total, four models were created by scaling
the original model, one for each respective subject.

Table 5: Measurements of the mandibles of the original model and of the new subjects

Subject # Age Gender Length [mm] Width [mm] Height [mm]

Original model
- 35 M 87 117 71
New subjects
1 28 F 60 106 69
2 42 M 86 122 83
3 23 F 62 113 96
4 23 M 77 109 93

A mastication cycle was simulated with each of the modified models in order to study the
differences in joint and biting forces. The mastication cycle was produced using the calibrated
activation levels employed in the previous section.

It was observed that the scaled model 1 has the lowest force at the contralateral joint during
the opening phase of the chewing task. The rest of the scaled models shows a very similar ratio
of forces between the joints to that of the original. At this stage, since there is no contact with
the bolus, the discrepancy of force shown by the first scaled model occurs by the difference of
muscle length. The smaller muscle length results in an overall smaller force as the range where
the muscle can effectively generate force is also reduced. In the case of the third scaled model,
which also has jaw reduced length, muscle length remains fairly similar to the original model, due
to the jaw’s height increase.

Comparing the distribution of forces between the joints and the teeth when a biting force of
50 N has been reached reveals that for all models the force distribution is almost identical, with
an ipsilateral joint force of 7–8 N, and a contralateral joint force of 25–27 N.

The scaled models show a width of the chewing motion inside the range of experimental
observation. In the case of the first and third model, the vertical displacement is shorter than
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excepted. There is also contact between teeth that are not involved in the mastication process,
such as the premolars and canines, in the third and fourth scaled model.

It is very difficult, at present, to assess the insight that the creation of individual geometries
for each patient would produce. In the current state of the model, there are many assumptions
regarding the different tissues of the masticatory system. Material properties were taken from
experimental tests performed on different animals and were further calibrated through the incorpo-
ration of different biting/chewing tasks, where experimental data was available. In order to further
the comprehension of the masticatory system, the individual geometry of the patient should
be accompanied by considerable experimental measurements, which are considerably difficult to
acquire at this point of time.

7 Selective Simulations

The chewing task was repeated with different stiffness parameters for the articular disc and
the periodontium. For the articular disc, two simulations were executed, one where the stiffness
parameters were reduced by 25% and another where it was increased by 25%. Displacements of
the condyles and subsequently the path of the molars are essentially identical, with the stiffer disc
showing a minuscule higher displacement at the contralateral side. In the case of the forces, it
was also observed that the changes were minimal, with force distribution staying essentially the
same. More noteworthy were the changes of the stresses in the articular disc, where in the case
of the softer disc the maximum compressive stress was reported as −3.42 MPa, while the stiffer
disc showed a maximum compressive stress of around −4.5 MPa. The reduction of stresses within
the softer disc is a result of the increase of its incompressibility, as, while the shear modulus
was reduced, the bulk modulus remained constant. As the material becomes more incompressible,
forces on its surface are more evenly distributed, reducing the stresses.

8 Incorporation of Implants

The geometry of the implant using the specifications of a STRAUMANN dental implant
(Fig 12, left) was modeled through the CAD software Autodesk Inventor [39] (Fig 12, right).
Implants are available in different lengths, in our investigation, a length of 14 mm was chosen.

The assembly of the implants into the mandible can be observed in Fig. 13. To incorporate
the implants into the mandible, the geometry of the PDL was removed and the remaining orifices
at the top of the mandible were sealed with a simple plane. The dental crowns were created by
modifying the geometry of the teeth via removing their roots. The implants and the dental crowns
were then joined to the mandible through Boolean operations. This configuration results in an
oversized cortical bone, which leads to stresses around this area not having a meaningful value.
This first configuration, however, was employed and proved to be useful to study the effect of
restoring dentition through implants on the temporomandibular joint.

Three different tasks were compared to study the effect of introducing implants in the
mandible. First a unilateral biting molar task of 100 N with a mandible with normal dentition
was performed. Next a unilateral premolar biting task of 100 N with molars 46 and 47 removed
from the mandible was carried out followed by a unilateral molar biting task of 100 N with a
mandible with implants restoring molars 46 and 47.

Forces on the joint show a clear increase when the premolars are employed instead of the
molars. This results from the increase in distance between the joint and the biting point, which
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increases the lever of the biting force. The introduction of the implants restores the initial forces
on the joint, but does not affect the displacements of the condyles during the biting task.

Figure 12: STRAUMANN implant (left) and geometry recreated in Inventor (right) [39]

Figure 13: Assembly of the implants (left), configuration without molar teeth and with bolus
(right)

9 Investigation of Displacement of the Condyle during the Mastication Cycle

Experimental data provided in [38] show the displacements of the condyles during the mas-
tication cycle. During the initial part of the opening phase, both condyles move forward and
downward to an almost identical degree, which results in a jaw opening with very small lateral
movements. As the jaw opening progresses, the displacement of the non-working condyle begins
to overtake the displacement of the working condyle, which triggers the lateral movement of the
mandible. The largest lateral velocity of the incisor occurs when the non-working condyle is still
displacing forward and, simultaneously, the working condyle begins to return to its original posi-
tion. As previously mentioned, these dynamics of the mandible during chewing required careful
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adjustment of the attachments of the disc, specifically the remodeling of the retrodiscal tissue.
Fig. 14 presents the displacements of the condyles obtained with our model during chewing.

Figure 14: Vertical (top) and anterior (bottom) displacement of the condyles during mastication

Comparison with experimental data provided in [38] shows that the anterior displacement of
the condyles should be slightly larger. However, although this may vary between patients, it most
likely originates from the reduction of the considered simulation time from 800 to 600 ms because
this results in a partially reduced motion of the jaw during mastication.

10 Relevance of the Obtained Results

In this study, the jaw chewing motion was calibrated through the direct activation levels of the
muscles. Such calibration took a considerable effort before the resulting behavior could be con-
sidered acceptable for the performed studies. Many biomechanical studies measure the motion of
biological tissue and incorporate these data directly into the simulation. Such an approach was not
employed here, since error propagation when employing contact and non-linear materials, makes
such strategies impractical. This applies especially in biomechanics, where many assumptions have
to be made regarding the different material parameters. It was observed here, that employing the
same activation levels with the individualized models led to similar chewing motions, although a
considerable amount of calibration is still required as contact occurred between teeth not involved
in the mastication process.

The behavior and role of different tissues was studied during the mastication process, which
revealed that many assumptions required revisions. For instance, the stiffness of the temporo-
mandibular ligament and the original attachments of the disc restricted the anterior displacement
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of the contralateral condyle. On the other hand, the stiffness of the articular disc itself had almost
no effect on the motion of the condyles.

The present work is a first step towards investigating the feasibility of producing individual-
ized models in order to analyze specific patients. Furthermore, it revealed that the behavior of
different tissues is decisive for the optimization of dental implants. The current study employs
many assumptions of the properties of different tissues as for most materials, it is impossible to
acquire them in in-vivo studies. The interaction of these tissues between each other during complex
tasks helps us to better understand their complex behavior. For more details, see [1]. However,
further significant research and discussion is required to capture the behavior of the masticatory
system. In the future, the incorporation of more sophisticated material models for the biological
tissues as well as more complex implants would deepen the knowledge in this field.

11 Summary

In the clinical part of the investigation, the electromyographic activity of all twelve main
chewing muscles, the kinematics, and the chewing forces of the lower jaw during the comminution
of natural test food was recorded synchronously, for the first time.

Sixteen healthy subjects completed the experimental protocol successfully and without compli-
cations. The data obtained from an asymptomatic test subject and its recorded MRI images were
used to validate the FE model. Thus, the occlusal micromovements between antagonistic molars
during chewing could be simulated realistically. Furthermore, the results better understood the
cocontraction patterns of all major masticatory muscles during the chewing cycle.

In the numerical modelling part of the cooperative project, several numerical studies were
performed using a FE model of the masticatory system in order to obtain knowledge that would
improve the planning of dental prostheses. As a primary goal, first a simple model, and in the
following a model with a more sophisticated bolus were developed. In the latter case, the bolus
could undergo large deformations and fracture, in order to allow the antagonistic teeth to come
into near occlusion. Additionally, the activation levels of the muscles, experimentally measured in
the clinical part of the project, were processed and calibrated to produce the complicated chewing
motion of the human mandible in the FE model.

The model was furthermore modified to match the different geometries of individual patients
with a simplified approach by adjusting the mesh of the FE model to match the geometries
of the different patients. The same activation levels used to produce the chewing motion were
employed with the modified models. Finally, a parametric study was carried out for different
material components of the masticatory system, to study their role and influence on the behavior
of the masticatory system.

The specific findings of this project are summarized as follows:

• The main result of our FE investigations is that, in contrast with many opinions found in
the literature, axial loading of the molar teeth can be observed only at the very beginning
of the power stroke and not during the path into short-range intercuspation. This finding
is in agreement with previous clinical-experimental data reported.

• Despite the direct employment of EMG activation levels resulting in fairly accurate results
for static biting forces, the measured EMG levels during mastication required a considerable
amount of calibration before the results were considered satisfactory. This corroborates the
difficulty to interpret the EMG levels of the muscles during movement.
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• During mastication with the improved bolus material, the contralateral joint overtakes a
much larger load than the ipsilateral joint. Forces on the ipsilateral joint increase very slowly
as the biting force raises.

• The employment of activation levels to produce a specific biting force on models with a
modified geometry, results in almost identical reaction forces on the joints. Although the
motions of the jaw of the different modified models are similar for the same activation
levels of the muscles, the variations in motion result from interference of teeth that are not
involved in the mastication process.

• The creation of custom-made models for patients remains very challenging, as significant
calibration remains necessary. However, once a model has been properly set up, modifica-
tions can readily be incorporated (e.g., implants) to determine their impact on the overall
behavior of the system.

• Variation of material parameters of the soft tissues such as the articular disc and the
periodontium, has minimal effect on the displacements and resulting forces. However, as the
tissues become more incompressible, the stresses are reduced as the forces are more evenly
distributed.

• The border movements of the jaw are constrained by the attachments of the disc, the
ligaments and the passive response of the muscles. The parameters shown in the literature
for these tissues were found to be too stiff to allow for the movements observed during
in vivo measurements.

• The current model allows first to optimize the investigation of existing treatments and
second on its basis an analysis of the proof-of-efficacy of a new treatment. Particularly
interesting is the use of the FE model in the current search of criteria for an optimal design
of dental implant crowns, as the minimal movements of the teeth in the close-up range
with respect to the jaws can be determined which is crucial for the design.

• The minimal displacements of the posterior teeth and both condyles at the end of the
power stroke support the sufficiency of kinematic recordings of the mandible for prosthetic
reconstructions, as no essential micro-deformation of the involved structures occur at this
movement phase. In addition, the cusps and fossae of intercuspation support the guidance
of the mandible into the nearest approximation of the teeth without excessive use of
neuromuscular coordinative performance.
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